Manage facilities, gain insights and increase revenue with license plate enabled parking (LEP) enforcement.

Garage or surface lot: Fixed LPR cameras in a gateless environment allows for alerts in the field on vehicles in violation, along with real-time occupancy. For the most efficient workflow, pair with a Mobile LPR unit for enforcement.

Loading zones or rideshare pickup: Utilize dwell time statistics and digital chalking alerts to determine when a vehicle is overstaying a time-limit.

Main entries or exits: Use a license plate as a permit credential to trigger a gate vend when access control is needed, while getting alerts on banned or hot listed vehicles.
**FIXED LICENSE PLATE ENABLED PARKING ENFORCEMENT**

- **OCCUPANCY & DWELL TIME**
  Through real-time occupancy and vehicle dwell time, gain insights into parker trends and facility usage.

- **TIME LIMITED ENFORCEMENT**
  Support turnover and efficient enforcement of time-limited areas through LPR driven alerts.

- **UNAUTHORIZED ENFORCEMENT**
  Leverage third party API’s to dispatch enforcement officers to potential violators within your facilities.

---

**GATELESS LPR ENVIRONMENT**

Get alerts in the field and the back office for parked vehicles in violation

Vehicle enters → Entry LPR detection → Vehicle given grace period (optional) → After grace period location specific rules apply → Alerts received of vehicles in violation → Exit LPR detection

---

**VIGILANT SOLUTIONS IS NOW PART OF MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS**

Questions? For custom pricing and other inquiries, please contact Vigilant Solutions Sales at 925.398.2079 or sales@vigilantsolutions.com